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The First Step to Streamlining  
Your Financial Close

YOUR CHALLENGE
If you’re still using spreadsheets and pen and paper to match financial 
transactions, you’re not alone. Nearly one-quarter of companies with more 
than $100 million in revenues are reviewing and processing transactions 
the same way.* Knowing that others share your pain may make it easier to 
bear, but the pain is still present.

Making the process more efficient and less tedious is the goal, but matching 
data so that it can be aggregated, analyzed and reported is a never-ending 
activity. There are always transactions that aren’t recorded or recorded 
inaccurately. Some transactions are double booked. Unanticipated bank fees 
can show up on your monthly statement. Transaction volumes only increase 
as the company grows, but you can’t always hire more accountants. 

OUR SOLUTION
Adra Matcher by Trintech begins the process of optimizing your financial 
close by replacing the time-consuming, repetitive task of transaction 
matching with automation. Matching can happen daily, so transactions 

KEY BENEFITS
• Quickly develop flexible business 

rules to manage the automation of 
transaction matching 

• Save time by continuously 
processing transactions so they 
don’t pile up 

• Effortlessly import new data types 
and sources

• Record all activities in an audit-
ready format

• Illuminate potential mismatches 
and generate exception reports 
that mitigate risks

• Seamless integration with the 
Adra Suite that simplifies and 
automates closes processes

*  Trintech survey of more than 300 finance managers in the United States and 
Europe at companies with sales of more than $100 million.
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don’t accumulate until the month end when you need time for balance 
sheet reconciliations and reporting. 

Matching transactions with bank statements, credit card statements 
and other external sources happens in a fraction of the time that 
paper-based processes take. Your team can spend more time on the 
unmatched transactions exceptions, improving the accuracy and 
reliability of your close.

HOW IT WORKS
Powerful Matching Engine
It all starts with our data-matching software that was built from 
ground-up, specifically for the challenges of the office of finance. We 
enable users to quickly build and deploy intelligent rules to review  
one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many matches. 

Matchability
Our software can read your data in its raw form, eliminating time 
spent time cleaning up the information in your spreadsheets. 
Ultimately, this helps to prevent data from accidentally being 
lost during extraction and import or during formatting.

Exception Management
With our sophisticated matching engine, you’ll end up with fewer 
transactions to investigate. Your team can focus their energy on 
researching and documenting the exceptions and fix unresolved 
matches more quickly. 

Request A Free Demo

We used highlighters and bank statements to handle our large 
volume of transactions. But after finding Adra Matcher, we felt 
we could get extra support and save more money.

— Director of Business Services, Higher Education 
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